Abstract. J. Birman has raised the question as to whether every element of the mapping class group (the Teichmüller modular group) is in the nonnalizer of some element of finite order. In this paper elements of the mapping class group which are not in the normalizer of any element of finite order are constructed.
* = fi t(ai)pt(bi)-m+P.
Raymond and Tollefson [3] have shown that N ($#)/(<&#) contains no elements of finite order. Here <0#) is the subgroup of M(g) generated by 0#. We will show how with minor modifications their argument also proves that C(^#) contains no elements of finite order ( §3). In §2, we show that if *# is in the normalizer of an element of prime order, it is in its centralizer. The two conclusions taken together give the desired result.
2. Normalizers of elements of finite order. We use the following theorem: Theorem 1. Let h be a homeomorphism of F such that h# is of prime order q. Let t be the number of fixed points that h would have on a surface on which it were conformai and g0 the genus of the factor surface. There is an integral homology basis for F consisting of homology classes of curves of the following form:
(i) When t > 0:
These curves satisfy the homology relations q-\ "2hk(dj)^0, j=l,...,t-2,
and no others.
(ii) When t = 0: c»h{Ci), ...,/!*-' (c,), i=l,...,2g0-2, a and b.
These curves satisfy the homology relations h(a) ss a and h(b) s» b and no others.
Proof. See Theorem 1 and the proof of Theorem 2 in [2] . Let H\(F, Zp) be the first homology group of F with coefficients in the integers modulo p. Theorem 2. Let f be a homeomorphism of F such that /" induces the identity on HX(F, Zp) for some prime p. Let h be a homeomorphism of F with h# of prime order q. Then f# is in N(h#) if and only iff# is in C(h#).
Proof. We will prove /" E N(hß implies /" E C(hm). Then from f#h#f#x = h#, we conclude that f^hj~x = /£ and, thus, h^ = h^. By Lemma 8 [3] , this can only happen if h# = h#. Thus r = 1.
Using the Riemann-Hurwitz relation g = qg0 + (t -2)(q -l)/2, and the fact that g > 3, we obtain three possible cases. In each case we assume /♦^»/»_1 = hrm and conclude r = 1. We use the basis of Theorem 1.
Case (i). g0 =£ 0 and t > 0. Then fhf~x(cx) « hr(cx). We calculate f~\cx) Cove (ii). g0 = 0 and í > 2. Arguing in a manner similar to case (i), we obtain hr(dx) -h(dx) «¿/»t> for some curve v. If r =£ q -1, then the same argument shows r = 1. If r = q -I, we obtain 2h(dx) + pv + h2(dx) + • • • + hq~2(dx) oe -dx. Note that we may assume q ¥" 2. The homology relation says that we can replace dx in the basis by pv, which again gives a contradiction.
Case (iii). t = 0 and g0 > 2. We use the same argument as in case (i).
Corollary 1. Assume h# is of prime order q. Then ^# is in N(h#) if and only if h# is in C(^#).

Proof. From Theorem 2, ¥# is in N(h#) if and only if ¥# is in C(A#). But ^# is in C(A#) if and only if A# is in C(^#).
3. Modification of the Raymond-Tollefson argument. We let P be the matrix of ^# and / the identity matrix of the appropriate dimension. Proof. If /#*#/# ' = *#, then /***/*" ' = **. By Lemma 4, /" is an involution inducing the identity on HX(F,Z2). But the map /#-»/* is one-to-one on elements of finite order (see Lemma 8 of [3] ). Thus if /" is an involution, so is/#. Proof. This proof follows word for word the proof of Theorem C, p. 410 of [3] . Every property of d> used either explicitly or implicitly in the proofs there of Theorem C and Lemmas 10-13 also holds for ty. Proof. Since 4% induces the identity on HX(F, Zp) and ^ is not the identity, ^ is of infinite order. Thus ^# is of infinite order. Since a cyclic group contains a unique subgroup of every order dividing the order of the group, if ¥# normalizes an element of finite order, it must normalize an element of prime order. Let/# be such an element. By Corollary l,/# is in C(k#). By Corollary 2 and Theorem 3, C(f?#) contains no elements of prime order. Thus/# = 1.
Remark. Theorem 1 implies that if a nontrivial involution induces the identity on HX(F, Z2), its matrix is -/. This fact could be used to simplify the proof of Theorems 3 and C of [3] .
